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although the introduction of a people’s history is a searing indictment of the u.s. government, zinn argues that americans have a unique opportunity to fix their political system, because the american revolution offers a model for this sort of revolution. the authors of this book are primarily concerned with understanding the post-1776 history of the
united states. to that end, they choose to focus on the defining events and transformations that make up the history of the united states. they discuss the many historical, political, and cultural reasons that account for the different histories of the three related regions of the united states: the northeast, the midwest, and the west. they examine how
different regions of the united states have been shaped by the histories of their neighbors, both in the past and at the present time. the authors also explore the relationship between race and u.s. history, showing how different regions of the united states have been shaped by african, native american, and european american communities. philip d.
morgan is the winthrop professor of history at yale university. his most recent book is sugar and slaves: the rise of the planter class in the english west indies, 1624-1713. he is also the author of the puritan family: religion and domestic relations in early america, inventing the new world: the american experience, the country and the city: a history of
urban life in america, and the birth of the modern: world society, 1815-1830. he is a member of the national council on social and economic policy, the american historical association, the society of american historians, and the american academy of arts and sciences.
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enthusiastic pro-management versions of the strike story were published in 1905 and 1924, and the first of these was the basis for popular films of the time. the first of these versions was published in 1905 by thomas b. norton, a man who had been a conductor on the railroad for more than 30 years. he regarded himself as an authority on the strike
and wrote several versions, which were widely used during the years leading up to world war i. norton’s accounts are still used today in high school and college textbooks and appear in many other sources. many versions were written by pro-management employees, especially on the burlington, the largest railroad in the nation. the burlington in 1904
was the first railroad to lay out vast areas of tracks in the central pennsylvania coal fields and was able to establish a monopoly. the burlington had three labor unions and the most powerful of these, the brotherhood of locomotive engineers, was organized in 1872. the second largest union was the brotherhood of railroad trainmen, organized in 1871.
the third union was the order of railway conductors, organized in 1874. the railroad workers enjoyed much higher wages and working conditions than many other workers of the time, and workers in the central pennsylvania coal fields were paid only about $3.50 to $4.50 a day. they were subject to arbitrary and severe punishment for any mistake. the
workers in the central pennsylvania coal fields were soon joined by miners in other areas of the country who had been paid much lower wages. the workers had been promised a 10-hour day, but they had to work 12 hours to make enough money to live. the coal miners were organized into a union called the united mine workers of america and were

paid an average of $5.50 a day, but there were many who were paid less. mines in the anthracite coal fields were owned by the operators of the railroad, and mine owners were able to control the wages and working conditions of miners with little or no interference from the federal government. 5ec8ef588b
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